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Watson candidates discuss vacation ideas
by Nancy Van Sloun
Each year Lawrence University
selects four seniors to be submitted
as
a p p lic a n t s
for
W a ts o n
fellowships for study and travel
abroad. This year Carol Arnosti,
Mary-Terese Cozzola, Pete Dulak,
and Laurie Hovell were selected
from seventeen Lawrence applica
tions by a Lawrence faculty commit
tee. They will compete with 180
students from 50 outstanding
private colleges and universities
throughout the country for one of
the 70 fellowships offered by the
Thomas J. Watson foundation.
These $10,000 fellowships are
awarded to graduating seniors who
desire to explore abroad a specified
field of personal interest. Each appli
cant must submit a written proposal
outlining the specific field of study
he plans to undertake.
The first Watson candidate is Pete
Dulak, a music education major. His

Pete Dulak

proposal is to study music education
methods and philosophies in Great
Britain. He hopes to get a broader
perspective of what can be done with
music education by examining cur
ricula and teaching methods. The
view he seeks is cross-sectional, one
that will include all levels from
elementary school through college.
Dulak will seek an overview of
music education in Great Britain

New beer law affects L.U.
by Carl vonEstorff
Im a g in e b e in g a Law rence
freshman and not being able to ob
tain beer or any other alcoholic
beverage. This is exactly the situa
tion which the enforcement of a new
State of Wisconsin law would create.
Wisconsin recently *raised its legal
drinking age from 18 to 19, a change
which becomes effective on Ju ly 1,
1984.
W hat specific changes Lawrence
will make in regard to its alcohol
related activities is at this point not
entirely certain. Much will depend
upon the policies adopted by a
diverse group of campus organiza
tions: the Office of Campus Life, the
L.U.C.C., the Interfraternity Coun
cil, and the various hall councils of
the seven dormitories.
The general policy of the Universi
ty is fairly clear. I t will not seek
strict enforcement power over
underaged student drinkers. As
Assistant Dean of Campus Life Paul
Shrode stated in an interview with
this reporter, “ Our role is one of
educating. You will still have a
choice to make.” For example, hall
councils of predominantly freshman
dorms such as Colman could, despite
the state law, decide to allocate hall
funds to buy beer for a party at Col
man. The University would try to
discourage such de facto violations
of the law, but it would not pursue
active enforcement.
Although it would be futile to try
to enforce the drinking age in some
situations, it would seem that Cam
pus Life could strive for some con
trol over alcohol consumption which
is organized by hall councils.
However, this aspect of University
policy, as explained by Mr. Shrode,
reflects Campus Life’s broad view of
the legal drinking age issue. Last
May, the Campus Life Alcohol Task
Force recommended that the legal
age should remain at 18. Mr. Shrode
feels that raising the age to 19 was a

returned in three waves 100 years
ago.
The first wave came in the nine
teenth century when foreign Bud
dhists in India saw its dismal condi
tion and decided to restore temples
and religious sites. The second wave
occurred when four million people
were converted from Hinduism to
Buddhism. These were the “ Un
touchables,” outcasts who switched
to Buddhism for political reasons.
They found the Hindu caste system
to be too repressive: Buddhism was
more humanitarian. The third and
final wave arrived when Communist
China invaded Tibet in the 1950’s.
A t this time 80,000 Tibetans fled to
India and set up refugee camps and
settlements. The majority of these
people were Buddhists and included
many monks.
The Buddhism of today is dif
ferent from the religion of these an
cient Buddhists. Today, in addition
to religion there are also secular
aspects: economic development,
Laurie Hovell
politics, health. Hovell finds the
portunity to explore my teaching modern revival to be a very secular
philosophy in a different environ thing. She sees a “ difference bet
ment.”
ween the philosophy of religion and
L aurie H o vell is the fin a l how that religion is expressed in a
Lawrence candidate. She proposes given human society.” Hovell will
to study the revival of Buddhism in study the modern, secular impact
the India sub-continent. Buddhism of Buddhism in India.
first began 2500 years ago and
Hovell’s participation in the India
spread throughout Asia. However, Program has helped prepare her for
it died in India for 1000 years and
continued on page 3

rather than trying to isolate a single
factor. There are various factors
which must be considered. For ex
ample, the British have a different
culture and the support of the arts
by the government is different.
Also, the children in Great Britain
are exposed to more music at an
earlier age.
By comparing these various fac
tors, Dulak hopes to put his own
ideas on music into perspective.
“ After studying music for four
years at Lawerence I am expected to
teach, to know what my philosophy
is. This year would give me the op-

mistake. “Acculturation to alcohol
use will take place regardless of the
legal age,” he said. “ Raising the age
is just postponing the inevitable.”
Thus Campus Life intends to place
emphasis on educating the student
body about the new law and about
alcohol use in general, rather than to
seek strict enforcement of the law.
The University does have new legal
obligations due to the new Wiscon
sin law, but as Mr. Shrode pointed
out, “ It is not our responsibility to
enforce state law.” According to Mr.
Shrode, Lawrence’s legal liability
for underaged drinkers can be ab
solved by maintaining an official
policy which merely endorses state
law. Some schools, such as Stanford
University in California, where the
legal age is 21, have beer parties
sponsored by all freshman dor
mitories. Mr. Shrode does not agree
with such a policy, which he calls
“ neglectful.” “ We don’t want to en
courage underage drinking through
neglect.” But the lack of enforce
ment pressure here at Lawrence
would allow students to violate the
law.
However, the Wisconsin law will
have some practical effects on the
Viking Room. And depending upon
LUCC and Interfraternity Council
action, it could also affect hall and
fraternity parties. The question of
the Viking Room was addressed in
last spring’s Alcohol Task Force
report and proposal concerning
changes in Viking Room operations
were made by Mr. Shrode last week.
Mr. Shrode has suggested that a
food service be established at the
Viking Room which would allow
underage students the legal right to
enjoy the atmosphere and activities
in the Viking Room. According to
Joe DeLuc of the Wisconsin Depart
ment of Revenue, minors would be
permitted to take advantage of the
entertainment as long as they were

what a student's evaluation should be. "
La Marca: “/ think that having a 12-point system presumes the ability
to grade much more precisely than I am comfortable with grading. "
Goldgar: “A ll in all, I feel more relaxed about the grades I'm giving
than 1 did before. "
Lawton: "It just allows you a lot more leeway in defining grades."
Boar dm an: “On the whole, I think it's probably going to help students. "
Lokensgard: “It's not entirely a neutral change, because it certainly
does disfavor some students relative to others, but I don't think it's
unrealistic to say that there are maybe more discernable levels of perfor
mance than are usually used..."
Smalley: “ Who cares?"
Reed: “There is a bigger difference between a B-plus and a B-minus than
there is between a B-plus and an A-minus, and I am very happy to be able to
make that distinction when I make judgment upon a student."
Rosenthal: “Our academic record is quite confusing to other schools
because we have the term system, which is quite unique, and then to throw
eighteenths of grade points at them confuses them...it's very hard to
calculate when you're working with fractions of a credit, and then you come
up with fractions of grade points, that's my biggest’concern...and I knew it
would lower grade-point averages. It would have to. "

continued on page 3

continued on page 2

GPA change: Profs speak
by Mary-Terese Cozzola
Since first term of last year, the pluses and minuses you may or may
not have been receiving from your professors have been counted (with the
exception of your A-pluses) into your G .P .A .’s. Talks with various faculty
members reveal that although most do not find their own grading policies
very much affected by the new twelve-point system, many hold different
and even contradictory views about the role grades do or should play in the
educational system. The following is a sampling of comments from inter
views with twenty randomly-selected members of the faculty and ad
ministration. While it is certainly not a definitive representation—people
were in fact chosen purely on the basis of whether or not they were in their
offices at randomly-selected moments—the results may be enlightening and
even heartening to anyone who feels at all confused about what grades real
ly mean (especially at this point in the term).
Some comments upon the pro’s and con’s of the new plus/minus system:
Lokensgrad: “/ think it's an all right idea..."
Longley: ‘7 think it provides a finer tool, a better tool for determining
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Residents of Ormsby hall and the Lawrence campus participated in two
activities these past weeks which, in light of the approaching Thanksgiving
holiday, are not as detached as they may initially appear. One of the ac
tivities was fun and games. The other was quite serious. Both of them could
make the Thanksgiving holiday a little more meaningful for those who took
part.
The first activity was the wonderful game Assassin. Over sixty
members of Ormsby played the game. Each participant purchased a plastic
dart gun and was given the name of another participant (a victim). The ob
ject of the game was to shoot your victim with the plastic gun, obtain your
victim’s victim, and move on for another kill. Each player had to keep on
killing without being killed himself. Currently there are two or three players
left in the game. Most of the players seemed to have had a great deal of fun
playing Assassin. But, along with the fun came many feelings which, when
experienced individually were very undesirable. Every participant had to be
wary of everyone else. No one knew who was after whom. Players peeked
around corners, ran down stairwells and halls, took their guns in the
showers, and even made modifications on their weapons for maximum effi
ciency. An air of slight tension permeated the usually carefree halls of Orm
sby. Each player came to realize he or she was at the mercy of his or her
assassin. The players were a bit apprehensive to do the things they normal
ly did. The players experienced, to a degree, helplessness and the fear that
goes along with it.
The second activity was the campus-wide Oxfam. Students were given
the chance to give up one or all meals on Thursday, November 17th. The
giving up of a meal was a symbollic gesture and the money saved from
sacrificed meals was donated to the Oxfam program. Individuals par
ticipating (and not cheating) has a first hand experience of what it is like to
go without food. The physical pain of not eating for an extended period of
time became a reality to those who gave up meals and did not eat on the
side.
Fear, helplessness, and hunger are three feelings which people in countries
like Lebanon and Grenada are experiencing every day. The feelings of the
participants of Assassin and Oxfam do not even begin to approach the
magnitude of the feelings of the peoples of these war torn countries. Unfor
tunately, many of us merely think of these people as theoretical ob
jects—those scared, starving people, in other places. We sometimes don’t
really realize that they are human beings just like us. Hopefully, the par
ticipants of Oxfam and Assassin will be able to become more aware of this
fact through their experiences. Perhaps they will be able to genuinely ap
preciate their fellow m an’s plight and realize that we do, indeed, have much
to be thankful for.
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Competitive grade views

C o n t, fr o m p ag e one

Lauter: “...in the main, I don't think that pluses and minuses help,
anybody...I'd just as soon have the lowest number of gradations possible. "
Yatsek: “Human beings are so divided, as are intellects, and not really
to be grasped with grades, no matter how refined the system gets, it's never
going to be accurate. ”
Azzi: " It is an inevitable part of education that people be judged. If
nothing else, it creates the incentive for them to do the work so they might,
just on a matter of chance, learn something. And then if you are going to
judge them, you have some responsibility to inform them about your judg
ment as accurately as possible.
Azzi: “Because of grade inflation...the faculty in its wisdom decided
that since we now have a system of grades such that there's a significant
difference between B-plus and B-minus students, in the quality of their per
formance of course, arbitrarily as we may judge that, the system of grades
should reflect that difference...and when I refer to grade inflation, I refer to
grade inflation everywhere..."
Gaines: “7 think (the new grading system) causes grade inflation...!
know that everybody says the opposite, that it is going to make for more
rigorous grading...but I think it's a lot easier for teachers to give an A-minus
than it is a B-plus..."
O ’Brien: "In some ways it makes A's easier to give, because before if
you gave an A, there was nothing better, whereas now you can give an
A-minus and still say there's an A...I think it might lead to greater gradeinflation in general terms..."
Whitman: “/ think if it's a more accurate representation, (grades)
should go up. ”
Fritzell: “Last year Maravalo wanted to know, where's that student
who was always so happy he got the C? You know? (Expletive), I worked
like a son-of-a-(expletive) and I got the C! Now you get a student, (expletive)
(expletive), if they get a C they think the world's collapsed... ”
Goldgar: “ The only thing that I don't like about the new system is that
I think we should allow for A-plus. ”
Whitman: “/ think you could argue both sides... ”
Finkler: “I f people are doing A-plus work they should be rewarded. "
Longley: “/ think that for the sake of symmetry and logic there should
be an A-plus. There were some faculty who felt that, somehow, an A-plus
was an impossible grade, a meaningless grade, because there is no such
thing as a perfect performance.. ”
La Roque: “/ don't quite see how in a four point system, you know, mak
ing possible for someone to have a 4.33, and I wouldn't want to have to ex
plain those things to any committee, or anybody else, for that matter...”
Lawton: “/ think it's pointless."
O ’Brien: “The grading system pre-supposes competition...the need to
sort out winners and losers, and various gradations in between..."
La Marca: “/ think we'd all recognize that the most difficult thing to do
is assign a grade, and I think we'd also recognize that without it we
wouldn't have the incentive, the club that we use, openly, to get students to
work at their best. "
Miller: “/ think a lot of us feel that the problem in the whole exercise of
doing grades is a pretty time-consuming thing, and it does not really relate
directly to the educational process...the educational value comes from the
exercise, not from getting a grade on it really...I'm sorry that there's so
much pressure on students to get, you know, really top grades, because I
think it makes them think more about what you have to do to get a grade
rather than what you have to do to learn. ”
La Marca: “In my experience with students... the only way to convince
them that you're serious is to give them a grade on it,...in no other way will
students realize that you are serious about something, and that is the
perception of the student, I think, that is at fault...I find that they respond
more precisely and exquisitely to a grade on something, a numerical grade,
than to the comments."
O ’Brien: “...Given the context of competition... I have a responsibility to
my students that hold the prospect of some success within the system of
distinguishing them from others, although I think those distinctions are
basically invidious...the only way that all the pedagogical functions I can
conceive of that people suggest grades perform are more accurately found in
prose...
Gaines: "...the only fair way to grade would be a subjective grade that is
cumbersome to our registrars to handle and for law schools and graduate
schools and whatnot... for it to be written down, that's the only fair grade. "
Long: "You have to distinguish between local uses for grades and global
uses for grades..."
Fritzell: " There is no significant difference between a '3.7' and '3.2' in
the ways that really count...a '4.0' ought never to occur. ”
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Kuhn paradigms visited Venturous ideas proposed
On Thursday, November 3, a
chartered coach entitled “ Paradigm
Bound’’ pulled out of the Chapel
parking lot and headed south on In 
terstate 41 toward the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. Thomas Kuhn,
the Harvard educated Historian/
Philosopher of Science and author of

“The Structure of Scientific Revolu*
tions” was speaking on scientific
revolutions.
Before leaving the coach, Pro
fessor Brackenridge suggested that
we arrive at the lecture hall at least
thirty minutes early. The Universi
ty ’s Administration had informed
him that they were uncertain of the
audience attendance number. There
could be anywhere between 200 to
900 people wanting admittance to a
Hall capable of seating only 300.
The lecture was scheduled to begin
at 7:30. By 7:20 all the seats in the
immense auditorium were filled and
people had begun to crowd the
aisles. The hallway leading to the
auditorium was also overflowing
with people. Thirty minutes later

Dan Seagle, of the History of
Science D epartm ent, took the
podium and announced that so
many people presented a fire hazard.
He informed the audience that Pro
fessor Kuhn was willing to repeat
his lecture again at 9:30 if those peo
ple in the aisles and hallways would
leave. It was interesting to witness
first hand the wide appeal of
Thomas Kuhn. Surely, anyone who
could generate such an overwhelm
ing response must certainly have
something of value to say.
During this delay, Kuhn was busy
trotting up and down the aisles ad
justing the slide projector or speak
ing with the administration. For
those freshmen who have at one
time or another wondered over the
physical appearance of the authors
and characters in their freshman
studies books, I will here briefly
describe Thomas Kuhn. History
tells us, after all that W illiam
Faulkner was a short man who wore
a mustache. Socrates is described as
having a “ heavy, rather ugly face,

with a snub nose, prominent eyes
beneath shaggy eyebrows, and a
The thesis of K uhn’s lecture was
essentially that distortion or viola
tion of previous scientific language
is an important indication that a
revolutionary change has occurred.
After familiarizing the audience
with the distinction between revolu
tionary change and normal change,
Kuhn proceeded to formulate three
examples of revolutionary change
that would best illustrate a signifi
cant change in language as well. As
a graduate student in Physics, Kuhn
discovered that it was necessary to
forget what he had learned from
Newtonian physics if he was to
understand what Aristotle in his
Physics meant when he used such
terms as motion, growth, matter,
and place. The analogies that follow
ed this example were more complex.
He cited Bothe’s invention of the
first electric battery (created in the
eighteenth century) and Planck’s
block body problem in the nine
teenth century as being changes
that brought a drastic shift in scien
tific language. W ith the aid of
several slides Kuhn attempted to
catagorize revolutionary change as
change that disrupts and redefines
previous generalities about nature.
According to Kuhn, objects and
situations in science are redefined
and new metaphors and analogies
are needed to make clearer observa
tions. Aristotle was not as poor a
physicist as Kuhn had first imagined
when he read the Physics, rather the
term inology and objects th a t
Aristotle studied had a different
meaning for him, a meaning which
Kuhn could not easily comprehend.
Kuhn ended his lecture by saying,
“ I f I am rig h t, the central
characteristic, of scientific revolu
tion is that they alter the knowledge
of nature that is intrinsic to the
language itself. He added, that prior
to scientific revolutions, observation
reports can only be formulated by
altering the language with which
nature is described.
Unfortunately, Kuhn was unable
to answer questions after his lecture
due to his earlier promise of giving
two lectures in one evening,
large full mouth.” Kuhn, who wore a
grey suit and tie, appeared more like
a businessman than a scientist. He
is a large man with a dark complex
ion. The five o’clock shadow on his
wide cheek bones gave him the ap
pearance of a rugged and determin
ed man. The lack of brownish grey
hair and glasses did distinguish him
as the “ intellectual type.” K uhn’s
deep proboscis voice rang out into
the auditorium with a distinct
eastern dialect. After he took the
podium and made a few witty
remarks concerning the delay, he
started his talk.

such a project. During the seven
months she was in India she studied
an ex-Untouchable Buddhist poet,
translated poems and studied
Marathi, the language of the Un
touchables.
Carol Arnosti’s proposal is to
study the maritime history of Nor
thern Europe. The period of history
involved is from 850-1850, a time
when Northern European states
were developing deep sea sailing
ships. A rnosti sees an inter
relationship between the develop
ment of sailing ships and such
things as social attitudes and
geography; the development of sail
ing ships affected the development
of the country.

older sectors there are bitter because
older crafts are disappearing.
The second area she will visit is
the Shetland Islands. These islands
are an important sheep farming
area, and used to be very indepen
dent and self-sufficient. However,
the discovery of oil has changed the
nature of the islands. Taxes, prices,
and inflation have been affected, as
well as the sheep farmers. Oil spills
have bad effects on the sheep, and
Cozzola plans to work on a sheep
farm and learn how life has changed
for the residents of the islands.
Back on the Scottish mainland,
Cozzola will visit the Highlands, a
very poor area of Scotland. Many
people left this region when oil was
discovered to find work where the oil
was. The people who have stayed are
“ preserving a culture that others
feel they’ve left behind.”
The fourth area she will look at is
in s o u th w e s t S c o tla n d , the
Strathclyde region. Many American
industries had developed there but
they suddenly left in the late 1970’s,
leaving many people jobless. Coz
zola will examine this area to see
how the people cope with this loss.
W hat she finds could shed light on a
similar situation that might arise in

Carol Arnosti

The countries she plans to visit in
clude Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
France, Germany, Britain, and The
Netherlands. She wants to see how
maritime history is depicted today,
and how different countries docu
ment their maritime past. By talk
ing to the museum curators, she will
find the reasons why people decide
to set up exhibits as well as the
philosophy behind the exhibits.
Arnosti visited some European
maritime exhibits while on the Lon
don program in 1982. She found that
most guide books ignore the impor
tance of maritime sites. They men
tion interesting and important sites
briefly or not at all. Arnosti would
like to use the information she
gathers from visiting maritime
museums and sites to write a guide
book on maritime exhibits.
Mary-Terese Cozzola proposes to
investigate the effects of North Sea
oil exploration on Scottish concep
tions of Scottish culture. She plans
to visit four parts of Scotland for
several months each. A t Aberdeen
she will have an internship at the
British Oil Company. Aberdeen is
called the “ H o u sto n of the
North.’’There recently has been an
influx into the area by “plastic
Y a n k s ’ ’—people w ho im it a te
American dress and accent. The

Mary-Terese Cozzola

the 1990’s when the oil runs out.
A t the end of her Watson year
Cozzola will go to Glasgow and write
a manuscript—a series of articles
about different people. “ I ’m not at
tempting to define Scottish culture.
Hopefully the people will do that,
and some sense for it can be gained
by reading the manuscript.”
These four Watson candidates
from Lawrence will be interviewed
by a Watson national representative
in January, and will be notified of ,
selection by March 15, 1984. In the
past, I^awrence has done very well in
this national competition. Three out
of the four I^awrence finalists were
selected as Watson fellows in 1982
and 1983.

Cont. from page one

LU law policy aneglectful
consuming and utilizing food ser
vice. Bill Thorman, LUCC president,
has also expressed support for this
idea. Mr. Thorman and Mr. Shrode
both cited the need for bartenders
and possibly bouncers to check
students for proof of age at the Vik
ing Room.
The question of how to deal with
the new drinking age at fraternity
parties will be largely left to the In 
terfraternity Council (IFC). Said Mr.
Shrode, “The IFC may decide what
to do about such parties.” Mr. Thor
man, speculating on the success of
efforts to prevent underaged drink
ing, said, “ It will be next to impossi
ble to enforce at frat parties.”
W ith all of the practical problems
raised by the enforcement of the new
drinking age, Mr. Shrode has hope
that the change in the law will

arouse student interest and provide
an opportunity for Campus Life to
raise the issue of what makes for
responsible drinking. While raising
this issue has been a goal of Campus
Life for several years, Mr. Shrode
feels that the University has not
done enough to inform students.
Both Mr. Shrode and Mr. Thorman
believe that the LUCC should adopt
a policy which requires alternative
beverages to be served at all
compus-wide parties.
The issue of changes in the Viking
Room’s operations is still an open
one. A t the present time, the
LUCC’s Drug and Alcohol Commit
tee is considering specific changes in
the operations of the Viking Room.
Its report is expected sometime dur
ing winter term.
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Grenadians and the New Jewel Movement:
by Ann Binder
On March 10, 1979, the leadership
of the New Jewel Movement in
Grenada was informed by sym
pathizers in Prime Minister Eric
Gairy’s own Army and Police that
he had ordered their arrest and li
quidation. Immediately they went
into hiding. On Monday, March 12,
Gairy flew to New York—his “ pat
tern of leaving Grenada after order
ing his security forces to carry out
repressive actions was well known,
and his departure provided the final
confirmation (along with the arrest
and detention of Vincent Noel, one
Movement leader who did not
receive the warning in time) that
violence was im m inent” (Grenada:
The Peaceful Revolution). In just
twelve hours, the Movement, wellused to operating underground dur
ing Gairy’s repressive reign, was
able to organize a successful
takeover that cost Grenada a total
of three lives.

“Their strategy was based on
three crucial assumptions. First,
they believed that a majority of
Grenadians would rise up to actively
assist the N JM in bringing down the
Gairy government. Secondly, the
N JM calculated that Gairy's sup
porters, his minority political base,
would not fight to save his regime.
Thirdly, they gambled that the
Police and Army would also have
had enough of Gairy and would offer
no real resistance to the take-over. ”
—G r e n a d a : The P e a c e fu l
Revolution, by the E P IC A
(Ecumenical Program for InterAmerican Communication and
Action) Task Force
The New Jewel Movement was
able to take control of the govern
ment only because it enjoyed the
support of large numbers of the
Grenadian people, long tired of the
violence and excesses of the Gairy
government. Following a call sent
out by Maurice Bishop over a cap
tured radio station, crowds of people

Jookootoo I who walked four hundred years
Through lime and history and sang God Save the Queen
Ah stare wid me own two eye like Bumbofly
When four stones British Mat comen
Tramp down on we land wid heavy hints
And crush we hones wid heavy cannon
And all we women in Africa land
hold dey belly and ban'dey /aw
and cry a million tears
Some say pwah mamwell'
While others called the curse a moko
upon dey backside
Jookootoo I who worked from sun up to sundown
Cutting cane till me hand gel hard like a foot
Cutting Hamboo and Roseau
Living in a )uper on de mountainside
Ltxiking for crayfish and ¿andomay
hating Bun Bakes and drinking Ven- Ven tea
Was me who used to trow oui poe for Lord Brownlow
Jookootoo I who walked through Belvidere wid Fedon
Was me who tell him to bun de dam place down
Grenada 1795 was naked blood and sand
and every bitch and dey brudder wtd a matchet in dey hand
Was death and terror for de Englishman
Believe yuh me dey run like hell
Oat was two hundred years ago
Ah believe dey running still
Jookootoo I who went to fight and die for King and Country
Dot iwaj in World War two
Singing Rule Britannia Rule
and growing like a big macco under de Union Jack
Ah remember coming back vex like arse
Standing in de sun an waning for de (Jueen to parse

descended on police stations around
the country demanding a show of
the white flag.

"On March 13, following the radio
message when the Revolution took
over the radio station, we marched
to our local police station at Birchgrove—about 200 of us, mostly
women—arid told the police to put
up the white flag. Then we took up
positions in different areas, cooking
for our soldiers, running messages
and keeping guard—and also listen
in g o ut for any co u n te r
revolutionary plans."
—26 year-old woman, Byelands

"When we hear news of the
Revolution that morning, it was joy
come out in the morning! Joy come
out in the morning! As if I lifted up
that morning! I lifted up above the
sky that morning."
-72-year-old w om an, Birchgrove
(From interviews conducted by
Chris Searle and Merle Hodge, “ Is
Freedom we M aking”)
There were no brutal reprisals, no
injuries done, to G airy’s supporters.
While G airy’s government officials
and the top members of his security
forces were arrested, no one was
harmed, not even members of the
Mongoose Gang, a brutal arm of
repression under Gairy.
The Provisional Revolutionary
Government subsequently created
faced many problems: opposition
from right-wing Grenadians, the
U.S., and some governments in the
Caribbean; severe economic pro
blems inherited from the Gairy
government, and a largely illeducated population. The tragic
disintegration of the P RG im
mediately prior to the U.S. invasion
of Grenada may obscure the gains of
the PRG in confronting these pro
blems; the New Jewel Movement
had clearly made progress; the
nature of Grenadian economy and
society under its leadership had
changed, and markedly, for the bet

And was in nineteen-thirty how much
When Butler and Marryshow shout something
ah doh rember all loo clearly
But to dem was time for we natives to do something
and pul ah end to all dis British Lmpire thing
for after all, de British didn't like de best bone
in we and we been ketching arse on de estate
from since King Matchet was a hammer
hvs like donkey pee on we
Jookootoo I who in IV5I swallow hook line and sinker
and eat from bramble to timber
when de beast from de east
Somewhere between Dunfermline and Moyah
came forward after making marse in Aruba
proclaiming dal he was the Messiah
We cuss de Guv'ner in bout ten different language
and turn the whole place upside down
was rum parsing and Estate bunning
and we making ting a merry
and we all sing we shall never let our leader fall'
Never knowing dat one day our leader would let us Jail
Jookootoo I who wet one pants March I Jth 7V
and hide like hell for days
Singing Cfur fodder, Haily Mary
Lord oh Lord please bring back Gairy
Bui is two years since the Revo come
and ah still could drink me rum
Dey en close de church
Dey en lake one sheep
ah ha me wuk
an ah still could sleep
Me son gone and study engineer
ah getting free milk and house repair
Is only now I seeing how dis Revo good for de poor
an ah dam sorry it didn't come before
De Revo run me fodder, is true
But me Godfadder treating me belter
— C h r lit o p h e r d t R lg g t

K e y lo W o r d ) in D i a l r c i

Jo o k o o to o - A »implelon, poof, un»chooled
voplmticalcd. c g a »lave or agricultural laborer

anil

un

Trow out poe—Empty the chamber pot
dcvpived toh which black*, had to pertorm le

traditionally
while»

Bumbofly —A tropical fly with eye» out ot proportion to it\
hod)

Matchet—Machete tcutla»»>
A klt maeco —A very Mupid person

Four «lane!—-Very heavy iStone measure ol »eightI

V t« Ilk« ir » t - V c r ) angr\

Maccomea —Pervonv who meddle in other people » business

k n e llin g art«—Undergoing a harsh experience

taa'd e y j a » —Cover one » mouth to «title cne»
Pwak n a a lw e ll—A curve, originally uved to drive « « It away

From tlaee King M iich n wat a hammer—Since lime im
memorial. since time began

M oko—The Devil

Donkey pee on we—We are the victim ot a curse

D ey—They or their
R o te aa—A tall tropical reed
l a p « —An old. broken-down hut
/.aadoaiay—Type of luard
ta k e r A hard bread made Irom Hour and water, cooked over
an open fire Bun bake« burned hake»
V ea-V ea lea—An herb tea made Irom indigenouv plant

The
Peaceful
Revolution

fcat from bramble lo timber—To gullihly accept a story
Dam ferm liae and M oyah—Towns in ca&tVrn Grenada near
Gairy » birthplace
Making m arte—< reating a disturbance
Ram parting—"Kum passing

a group drinking spree

M aklag Hag a merry—hnioymg ourselves
’H a—Negative word (ain't)

ter. Before we can clearly examine
the way the new U.S.-backed provi
sional government handles itself in
the future, it may be useful to ex
amine the ways in which the N JM
addressed the economic and social
ills of Grenada in its time.
The World Bank praised the
economic policies of the PRG in an
August 1982 memorandum: “The
government which came to power in
1979 inherited a deteriorating
economy, and is now addressing the
task of rehabilitation and of laying
better foundations for growth
within the framework of a mixed
economy...Government objectives
are centered on the critical develop
ment issues and touch on the coun
try’s most promising development
areas.” “The public investment pro
gram of the government stresses
three sectors: agriculture (including
fisheries), agro-industries, and
tourism. The ongoing effort to im
prove infrastructure—particularly
the construction of the new interna
tional airport, the roads and feeder
roads, as well as investment in elec
tric power and telephones—is
designed to revitalize the three
priority sectors.”
The mixed economy sponsored by
the PRG included a public sector, a
private sector, and a cooperative
sector. “ M ost of the P R G ’s
economic initiatives have aimed at
creating a strong state sector of the
economy which can generate profits
for social programs” (Grenada: The
Peaceful Revolution). These social
programs included free medical care,
free milk and school lunches, loans
for housing repair, free secondary
education, and more. The PRG built
a fish-processing plant, which not
only came to supply cheap salt-fish
to Grenadians, but also exported to
neighboring islands. Previously
Grenada had been importing saltfish from Canada. “ While apparent
ly little more than common sense,”

reports the Guardian, “ this was a
r a d ic a l d e p a r tu r e fro m the
dependency economics of the Carib
bean.”
The PRG stimulated the private
sector through the liberal lending
policies of the Grenada Develop
ment Bank and the National Com
mercial Bank, and through subsidies
for capital improvements, “ such as
feeder roads and fish storage
facilities,” to further aid the in
dependent farmers and fishermen.
The cooperatives were private ven
tures of groups of individuals in
each co-op, with start-up financing
by the state. The government’s
spending policies were conservative:
“ the recurrent budget is financed ex
clusively through revenues and tax
ation, so that loans from abroad can
be reserved for capital improve
ments.” (The Peaceful Revolu
tion).
The economic policies of the PRG,
both rational and creative, have only
been very skimpily represented here
(for more information, see Grenada:
The Peaceful Revolution, pp. 74-81).
The P R G ’s efforts to educate Grena
dians formerly denied that right,
and to correct many social injustices
generated by colonialism and the
G airy governm ent represented
another significant aspect of the
New Jewel Movement.

"Revolutionary democracy is not
completely built in Grenada; we
have only started the process of
building it. But we must all work to
build it, because it is only when a
people actively exercise full power in
their own society that they would
have a freedom and a democracy
that can prevent any form of dic
tatorship in the future. We must get
used to expressing our opinions and
to taking decisions, because in the
future we will all have to decide
what type of governmental struc
tures we will put into our new con-
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Progressive polices and people ’s participation
stitution.
But let us remember what our ex
perience has already taught
us—that no constitution, no elec
tion, and no parliam ent can
guarantee freedom for a people
unless they actively take part in
what is going on in their society. On

ly re v olu tio nary democracy,
people's democracy, can ensure peo
ple's power and freedom for all our
people. ”
Revolutionary Democracy is
People’s Power,” National Womens
Organization newsletter, Februarv

1981.
The educational policies of the
PRG were based on the belief that
all Grenadians ought to take an ac
tive role in deciding that country’s
policies. Under Gairy, the primary
school system had virtually collaps
ed. “ Schools deteriorated, furniture
fell apart and was not replaced...The
m ajority of teachers were un
qualified, and thousands of dollars
which should have gone to the
education budget were siphoned off
and squandered by Gairy and his
hirelings” (Peaceful Revolution). In
1980, three major educational pro
gram s were launched by the
P R G —The Centre for Popular
Education, and National In-Service
Teacher Education Programme, and
the Community-School Day Pro
gramme. Paulo Freire, head of the
World Council of Churches literacy
program, and Angel Arrechea, a
literacy expert from Cuba, were
brought in as consultants. The
literacy campaign was divided into
two phases. Phase one involved
basic literacy training for those
without any education, and phase
two included five basic courses:
mathematics, English, Grenadian
history, geography and natural
sciences. “ W hat distinguishes the
CPE program from other adult
education courses in the Englishspeaking Caribbean is its emphasis
on popular participation. It is not
merely a matter of increasing peo
ple’s knowledge, but of the adults
using their new knowledge and skills
to participate actively in building
the society,” (Peaceful Revolution).
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phasis on health care as a basic
right. Its approach stressed the
concept of preventative medicine
and primary care, and the link bet
ween health, democracy, and ecucation. Films, lectures and work
shops were sponsored in each
parish to popularize concepts of
preventative medicine and to in
volve people in identifying and
preventing health problems in their
communities. Health was viewed as
a community responsibility. “ In
August 1981, when Dengue fever
swept the Caribbean, Grenadians
turned out by the hundreds to clean
their towns and villages to prevent
infestation by the mosquito which
carries the disease. They unclogged
drains and cleared refuse to destory
mosquito breeding grounds. The
island-wide campaign was suc
cessful: Grenada was spared an out
break of Dengue Fever.”
W ith help from O PEC and several
Arab states, the PRG sponsored
loans to help low-income families
repair their frequently substandard
housing. The poorest families were
required to pay back only two-thirds
of the loan, at $5 a month over a tenyear period; and the rest at $17 a
month over ten years. Community
volunteer work was encouraged, and
had saved the PRG millions of
dollars, making other needed expen
ditures possible.
“ When we use our free time to do

voluntary work in our community
we are doing much more than just
repairing a road or cleaning our com
munity—we are building a deep and
meaningful unity among us. By
working together to build a better
community for all we are destroying
the selfishness and petty divisions
of the past and replacing them with
a new spirit of understanding and
sacrifice."
—Free West Indian, Oct. 24,
1981
The Gairy regime was characteriz
ed by ‘sexploitation,’—sexual favors
were demanded from women in ex
change for scholarships or employ
ment. “ Women usually had to sell
Will. re€F the n*s?u>w

pubuc w -nc oapk about

oue Acnvmcs
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have continued to repeat, the basis for sue* principled good
neighbourlmess includes the fact that U S. tourists come lo
Grenada by the thousands annually, the fact that thousands
of United Slates cilitens Iresidents and students) live in
Grenada, included also u the fact that thousands of
Grenadums live in the United Slates Equally important is
the fact that Grenada poses no security threat whatsoever lo
your country, or indeed, lo any other country

GREN A DA

P R IM E M IN ISTER

As I am sure you know, my Government has been trying
over a period lo develop amicable and mutually beneficial
bilateral relations between our countries Indeed, we have
made several requests for economic assistance and
cooperation, including specific requests for U S aid for the
airport protect itself

Hit Excellency
Mr Ronald Reagan
President a f the United Stales
The White House
WASHINGTON, D C
Dear Mr President
Greetings and best wishes to you. your Government and
your people
We in Grenada have heard, read and seen reports im
radio, newspaper and television saying m effect that your
Government is engaged in an intense diplomatic and press
initiative aimed al discouraging turopean support for in
ternational financial assistance for our new miernalumal air
port In fact. Mr William Dyess, spokesperson for your ad
ministration, is quoted in the Miami Herald of Sunday
March 32, 1981 as confirming this
I f in fact these reports accurately represent your
Government s views, I express deep concern and dissatisfac
tion with the position of your administration
You must know o f the genuine need for and character of
the airport especially because il so very clearly represents a
mujor attempt by Grenada to break with underdevelopment
and to assist in bringing economic justice to the people of
Grenada References, allegations and speculations to the
contrary give greatly distorted and inaccurate news o f this
reality

Grenada is a small, poor country making every effort to
break out o f the cycle of cultural and economic dependency
Ours is one o f the many countries charmieriied by the mternational community as a small island state . with well
documented socio-economic and developmental problems
My Government. in the first two years of our existence, has
put every possible emphasis on building a viable economic
and political existence for our people I hope you will agree
that it cannot be in the objective interest of the richest and
most powerful country in the world to use its might and
power to try lo crush one o f the smallest and poorest coun
tries in the world m fa 11 u country of I J J sq miles, and
110.000 people

»

Mr President / would like lo suggest that our ih i Govern
ments hold bilateral discussions al the highest possible level
lo discuss developments and lo clear up possible misun
derstandings I sincerely look forward lo a positive response
lo this proposal
I avail myself of the opportunity lo extend best wishes
and highest consideration to you
Yours sincerely.

My Government has alw ays wanted.good relations M m
your Government and people All your diplomats and of
ficials who have come to Grenada can confirm this As we

Grenada. Women was the lowest.
But now we pushing on, pushing on.
We feeling more confident, we heart
is open now. "
-72-year-old w om an,
chgrove (Hodge and Searles)

Bir-

Women played vital roles in the
anti*Gairy movement, and made up
a sizeable portion of the PRG.
The P RG demonstrated its pro
gressive nature through its rational
and creative economic policies, its
anti-elitist structuring of education
and health care, and in its policies
toward all formerly-oppressed peo
ple in Grenada, as well as toward
those who had not been oppressed.
Its policies were characterized by a

Maurice Rishop,
PRIM E MINISTER

willingness to negotiate; to carry on
a dialogue when differences arose—a
process that took longer than ar
bitrary decision-making, but which
was far more legitimate. The recent
splits that emerged within that
government have not yet been ex
plained. The story of the U.S. inva
sion which overthrew that govern
ment is well-known; it remains to be
seen w h e th e r th e e m e rg in g
U .S .- backed g o v e rn m e n t can
measure up to its predecessor in the
eyes of those who experienced the
revolution.

NOTE: A ll unidentified quotes
taken from Grenada: The Peaceful
Revolution by the E P IC A Task
Force.

CO N KEY’S
W AREHOUSE
BOOK SALE

ONLY

SHOP NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
TWO WEEKS ONLY
OVER 10,000 TITLES
HARDCOVER/ PAPERBOUND

SAVE 50 TO 90 %

PEOPLE H E WMTOMAl
■PCY JOST THFEW OUT

SU PE R
V A LU ES

In 1981, the P R G began an
assistance program to help the
poorest families pay for their
c h ild r e n ’s school books and
uniforms. Secondary education was
made free in the fall of 1981, and at
the University level, the number of
scholarships for study abroad had
been dramatically increased. The
Gairy regime owed a massive debt
to the University of the West Indies,
most of which the PRG had paid
back in installments, so that Grena
dian students could attend U W I.
Universities in Africa, Mexico, Cuba
and Europe had offered scholarships
to Grenadians, due to the PRG s
cooperative international relations.
(“ In the last year of Gairy’s regime,
only three Grenadians went abroad
to study on scholarship—one of
whom was Gairy s own daughter ).
The PRG had placed strong em-

%

their bodies to get work, either to
Gairy himself or his Ministers”
(Pasty Romain, from Hodge and
Searle in te rv ie w s ). “ P riv a te
employers, too, responded to the
same general climate, demanding
sex from female employees and fir
ing pregnant workers. Some 70% of
women between the ages of 15 and
30 could not find jobs, and women
routinely earned less than men for
doing the same work. ’ ’ The PRG had
passed a law prohibiting all forms of
sexual discrimination, a Maternity
Leave Law giving female employees
in all occupations the right to two
m o nths paid leave for each
childbirth, and had committed itself
to a policy of ‘equal pay for equal
work. ’
“ Women is real, real out now, you

know. Before, they had no kind of
say, no privilege, no stand in

ONLY AT:
CONKEY’S WAREHOUSE
513 N. MORRISON ST.
SALE
STARTS
«V a j
HOURS
APPLETON 739-6221 M on.-sat.
m o n .

NOV. 21st

9-5

DON’T come to College Ave!
This is only at the warehouse

Conkey’s Text Buybacks - Dec. 5th - 10th 95
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OVER
THE
BOTTLE
by John Huber

I f it is the pot who suggests that the kettle is black, does that make the
kettle's blackness insignificant? Isn't the kettle black regardless of the pot's
color? May I write an opinion column on opinions?
Everywhere one turns he’s confronted with a flood of opinion. In the
last Lawrentian, for example, one uncommonly perceptive student offered
an inordinately nasty diatribe against President W arch’s "arrogant”
disregard “ for the general intelligence” of his convocation audience. The
New York Times was lambasted for its inability to correctly interpret cer
tain “ words” which are “ shorthand” for Marxist concepts. I was berated by
a student for “ massaging” my ego with misconceptions about large univer
sities. Two students offered diametrically opposed viewpoints concerning
the events in Grenada. The results of a poll showed the opinion of 158
Lawrence students regarding U.S. foreign policy. There was even a story
about a nice man who spent an entire year collecting the opinion of others.
Opinion is, indeed, ubiquitous. Sit at a table in Downer and hear conflic
ting views as to which girls possess remarkable beauty and which ones ap
pear to have stepped in front of a rapidly moving Mack truck. Or read the
walls in the library bathroom to discover conflicting beliefs as to which
fraternities are full of homosexuals.
Free thought and free speech are hallmarks of the American way, but it
appears they are “ hallmarks” run amuck. “ Free speech” is all-to-often
divorced from any thought whatsoever, and "free thought” is often
misguided, malnourished, or clouded by emotional appeals or ideological ex
hortations.
Certainly free thought combined with free speech—the voicing of opi
nion—should not be stifled. But it matters a great deal how one’s opinion is
voiced. Everyone holds private beliefs and opinions which are discussed
among friends, and that is good. But public expression of opinion is a
serious matter, not to be taken lightly. Opinions which are not grounded in
knowledge are “ insignificant” opinions. When such opinions are expressed
publicly however, their impact can be very significant, and that is bad.
It seems that, thanks to opinion polls, “ insignificant” opinions have
taken a prominent place in the decision-making process of our government;
politicians must consider how actions they take will be reflected in the next
Gallop Poll. Perhaps the great influence of polls can be attributed to a belief
inherent to the American character that good citizens are obligated to give
their opinion. Refusal to do so would show a lack of public spirit or would be
adm itting ignorance. But is it really such a terrible thing to have “ No Opi
nion” ? Can the average citizen—even one who reads The New York Times
and understands Marxism—give a “ significant” opinion on U.S. foreign
policy? It is absurd to expect that even good citizens need hold an opinion
on everything. It is even more absurd to base government policies largely
on the uninformed, public opinions delivered by pollsters.
Public opinion polls clearly illustrate the problems which can be created
by the voicing of “insignificant” opinions, but there is a different type of ex
ample which is much closer to home—that is, Chris Pasko’s letter concern
ing Warch’s introduction of Judith Thomson. Pasko accused Warch of belit
tling philosophy, of being ingracious to Thomson, and of unfavorably jux 
taposing philosophy with religion. That is her opinion, but is it
“ significant”? Rather than giving evidence for her accusations, Pasko
digresses into a cruel and brutal condemnation of Warch, the man. She
gives no substantial evidence for her wicked accusations; rather, she strays
from her own point discussing the philosophy of the religion department
and by questioning the role of Warch at this university. That is seems, is an
insignificant” opinion. And that is bad.
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Mursell Center
M onday—T hursday
1:00 p .m .—>3:00 p.m .
E xtension 6659/6644

ANNOUNCEMENTS
There will be a public viewing of the ABC
Film "The Day After,” in Riverview Lounge
of Memorial Union at 7:00 p.m. Sunday,
November 20. This film is a graphic portrayal
of a hypothetical nuclear attack on Kansas
City. The public has been advised not to see
this film alone because it so realistic. We will
use the occasion to discuss ways in which
such an attack can be prevented, after the
film. All students are invited to participate.
The showing is sponsored by the Public
Policy Program, Armaments Awareness,
Inc., and the Ecumenical Coordinating
Committee.
‘‘Women Under Seige," a documentary

Heroes ‘Tango’ for virtue
by David Pickus
Anyone who visits theater pro
fessor Fred Gaines’ home and looks
at his bookcase will see a book they
expected to find; it ’s called The
Myth of the Hero. If you go see
Tango (playing through Saturday,
8:00 p.m., Cloak Theater, tickets
free with L.U.I.D.) you will have a
chance to see a heroic myth about
people who don’t believe in heroes.
A hero is someone who over and
above the mass of humanity em
bodies admired qualities of virtue,
re v e ra n c e ,
and
pow er.
So
throughout history we find people
c h a m p io n in g
honor
over
dependence, the City of God over
the city of man, being over becom
ing, etc.
W hat happens when a young soul
with heroic ambitions finds the no
ble qualities he is supposed to em
body are so relative and atomized
they make him impotent? And the
people he is supposed to champion
are more interested in avoiding com
mitments than redeeming the soul
of the era? Well, he goes home with a
notion to change things and...
Besides these ideas and some
political overtones about what kind
of people end up in power in times of
social change, Tango is pretty open
to interpretation. Newsweek in 1968
called the play, “ A blend of Dada
(weird), Existentialism (depressing),
Kafkaesque farce (a real bummer
but it ’s o.k. to laugh if you’re
sop h is tic a te d ) and A b s u rd is t
theater (makes no sense).” Well,
th a t’s Newsweek. The play is open
to interpretation.
As for the production itself it is
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8 pm

NOV. 16
CLOAK THEAT
LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
this review without giving us an
idea of you’re own interpretation of
Tango.” Well, if you insist.
Once there was a boy named Ran
dy Refraction who came to dine.
And as he sat at that long table he
gazed at the sun shining through the
crystal utensils. And he said, “ There
is visible food here, I will eat and
become full. I will sleep and become
the stain on the sheets. I will work
and become the turing of the earth.”
And then he banged his fist on the
table and shattered the glass into a
million pieces. And as the crystal fell
through the air to the land of those
who lived below, their cry was
dechiphered. The cry read, “ Mercy,
mercy on our fragile being.”

‘Travesties’ to play
by Am y Bell
W hat would happen if you and a
couple of friends were in Zurich, Ger
many during World War One, and
one of you tried to put on a play, and
ended up in a lawsuit? Tom Stop
pard took just this situation (more
or less) and turned it into his play
“ Travesties,” which will be produc
ed here next term by English pro
fessor Mark Dintenfass.
According to Dintenfass, the play
is based on two things: “ During
World War One, Tzara, Lenin and
James Joyce all lived in Zurich
simultaneously,” said Dintenfass.
“ Stoppard picked up the historical
fact that Henry Carr and James
Joyce did a production of ‘The Im 
portance of Being Earnest,’ which
ended in a lawsuit.”
“Travesties,” then, is both a
parody of “ The Importance of Being
Earnest,” and Henry Carr’s feelings
on Tzara, Lenin and Joyce during a
great war and an art revolution.
“ I ’ve wanted to do ‘Travesties’ for
a long time, and I wanted to do a
modern classic,” said Dintenfass.
“ For a Lawrence production, a play
should have certain literary value.”

about women in Palestine, and “Communists
for a Thousand Years,” a documentary about
a communalistic Carmathian Muslim sect in
the context of the socialist revolution in
South Yemen, will be shown on Tuesday,
Nov. 22, 7:30 p.m. in Youngchild 161. The
films are sponsored by the Anthro/Soc club,
ASCENT.
New Number for the Night watchman
(Security Guard)
The new Lawrence communication system
is now in operation and the phone number is
735-9200. When calling the Guard, speak
slowly in a clear, concise manner. Leave the
message and give your name and extension
or location where they can reach you.

very well done. The set consisting of
a chaotic collection of cultural debris
is great. The acting is very good and
the direction imaginative.
A t this point you’re probably say
ing, “ but Dave you can’t just end

After looking over somewhere bet
ween 30 and 40 plays, Dintenfass
chose “ Travesties” for several
reasons. “ I was looking for a play
that was doable at Lawrence, one
that could be cast with young ac
tors,” said Dintenfass. “ I also need
ed a play that was doable for me,
since I ’m not a professional director.
I also didn’t want a play with insur
mountable technical problems.”
Dintenfass has great optimism for
the play’s production at Lawrence:
“ I like doing funny plays. It give me
great pleasure to foresee a produc
tion.”
Auditions for “Travesties” will
take place November 30 and
December 1 at 7:30 p.m . in
Stansbury Theatre. There will be a
cast of eight; five men and three
women. “ I encourage anybody with
any desire to act to come to audi
tions,” said Dintenfass. “ I ’m hoping
to discover some new talent.”
And of the play itself? Said Bert
Goldgar, another English prof, “
‘Travesties’ is Stoppard’s best play;
it ’s one of the funniest plays I ’ve
ever seen.”
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"FETE, um..., could you drop me off at the
Pelt party?"__________________
Which of the following "fits”:
1) a bowling ball
2) a hockey stick
3) a frisbee
4) Amy Malcolm's candle
S H IR L E Y AN DREW S - wot not? VaU,
of American Tel. & Tel. ...not to be confused
w ith Inte rnation al Tel. & Tel., a
multinational corporation...Oh the things
that make us laugh.
Is ,
Aye’s
and more
Eye’s —
the better to seeee you with...
K R IS BORK — W hat was it that you
wanted for Christmas?
Today in the Viking Room at happy meet
the Lawrentian with the most beautiful/sexy
eyes! Voting continues from 3:45 until 5:00.
M E L A N IE WOOTEN - We must talk
about the noises that you make while
sleeping in the library, not to mention the
things you say.________________
private eyes, bull’s eye, 4 eyes,^;d eye,
dotted i’s, eyerish eyes, crossed eyes, sleepy
eyes, dead eyes, sparkling eyes, merry eyes.
What do these four things have in common?
1) satin
2) no-tel-motels
3) lace
4) Barb K utt
Don't forget to guess who the 10 sets of
eyes in the grill showcase belong to...the
winner gets a prize. 25' per try. All money is
used for aid to the blind and sight conser
vation.
Hi, my name is Buck, and I need a date to
the Sig Ep Christmas Formal. I ’m 5’9 ”, 145
pounds of pure muscle, and I have
strawberry blond hair. I am an English
major; sarcasm is my specialty. I enjoy run
ning and riding bicycles. Those interested
please call 6869.
Did you know...
—every 12 minutes someone goes blind?*
—there are an estimated 500,000 legally
blind people in the U.S. today?
- Half Of All Blindness Can Be Prevented!!!
For more information, check out the union
between 3:45 -5:30.

Dancefeverstirs with
Seven&Seven
«1— in

BBMPW— — i

£5^-' A-i

Muskrat-face: I love you! I miss you ter
ribly!
—Me
The Admission Office: The Total ProProspective Vortex.
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When the beat gets hot, dance fever stirs with the cool, refreshing taste o f Seagram's 7 & 7UP' It also stirs with the light
taste o f Seagram's 7 & diet 7 UP' Real chart toppers, and enjoyed in moderation—the perfect partners for dance fever.

© 1 9 8 3 SEAGRAM DISTILLERS C O . N Y , N Y AMERICAN WHISKEY A BLEND 80 PROOF
beven-Up and "/U P are trademarks of the Seven Up Company

Seagrams
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Cross country seniors achieve flying finish
by Kermit
They had gotten what they had
come for: they had won the midwest
conference meet. They knew,
however, that there were some loose
ends to tie, and some egos which
needed to be quelled. Both Carrol
College and Carthage were within
the Vikes reach. More importantly,
both Carrol College and Carthage
had beaten the harriers at the
Wisconsin Small College Invita
tional. The cross country regionals
was the Vikes last chance for
vengeance.
W ith this in mind, the Vikes left
for their final meet of the season:
regionals, held in Rock Island, Il
linois. For the seniors, this was it,
their last cross country meet of their
illustrious college career - Carl
vonEstorff, Todd Wexman, and Bill
Thorman were soon going to find
out if there is life after Coach Davis.
Wexman and Thorman had been
with the team for four years. They
had suffered through a couple of
d is a p p o in t in g season s th e ir
freshman and sophomore years
when the Vikes placed in the bottom
half of conference competition. And
they had watched, and participated
in, the building up of the team. Their

junior year the team finally showed
a dramatic improvement - placing
second in the conference which was
the best the team had done in seven
years. In their senior year, the Vikes

Julie Wick

finally did it: for the first time since
1957 the Lawrence men’s cross
country team won the midwest con
ference meet. H anging up their
spikes after the meet, Wexman and
Thorman, along with vonEstorff,
agreed that although they were cer
tainly going to miss Viking cross
country, they couldn’t have gone
out in a better way.

B-ball bouncing better
by John Huber
Few people know what to expect
when the Lawrence basketball team
takes the court tomorrow night.
Last year’s team could only manage
a less-than-respectable 9-13 record,
and this year’s team has less talent
than last year’s. But basketball is a
team sport—a fact often ignored last
year. Though the Vikes may be
short on talent, they do have seven
“ role” players who realize their

limitations and are willing to do
what it takes to win.
Viking success this season will
rest largely on the shoulders of two
senior big men, Dan Busiel (6’5”,
Niles, IL) and Howard Cohn (6’6 ”,
Highland Park, IL).
B u s ie l, an A ll- C o n fe re n c e
Honorable Mention performer as a
freshmen, is a powerful player with
exceptional quickness. He has good
ball-handling skills and can labor
either inside or outside, though most
of his time must be spent near the
hoop. Busiel is the only player this
year who has a reputation as a
scorer and his teammates must get
him the ball on offense if the Vikes
are to be successful. As the team will
depend heavily on him, Busiel will
need to attain a level of consistency
which has eluded him the past two

Nationals weren’t w ithin the
Vike reach but Carrol and Carthage
were. On this note the Vikes left
bright and early Friday morning.
The squad was treated to a spectacle
few would dare witness - much less
participate in. Coach Davis’ driving
skills were beyond a doubt at their
peak. Nonetheless, undaunted, the
harriers happily arrived at the posh
Sheraton Hotel in downtown Rock
Island. The accommodations were
plush and roomy. Not a disgruntled
cry was heard by Coach Davis (the
walls were very sound proof).
After checking in and a brief
freshening up the Vikings drove to
the course, a mere hop, skip and a
jum p from the hotel. After a quick
game of football the Vikes watched
as E J Griffin demonstrated to all
those around his incredible hurdling
skills, skills which can be costly if
n o t executed c o rrectly . The
Demonstration completed, the run
ners jogged the five mile course.
The women led off the festivities
the next day. The Vikettes finished
a tough 8th in the fifteen team field.
Carol Krasin finished off her cross
country career placing 38th overall.
Kara Randall, Margaret Szweda and
Val Olsen rounded out the strong

Vike finish.
Julie Wick did what seemed to be
the impossible. She placed second in
dividually in the meet, qualifying for
nationals, and winning a round trip
plane ticket to Newportnews,
Virginia. On Saturday, November
19th she will become the second
Lawrentian woman to compete in
the prestigious meet. Everyone on
the team wishes her luck.
Next it was the men’s turn. In 
spired by W ick’s stellar perfor
mance, Eric Griffin and Chris
Berger went out fast, running the
first mile in under five minutes.
They went on to finish an impressive
30th and 34th respectively. Steve
Reich (the third Reich has since
fallen) was the next Lawrence finish
ed, p la^n g 76th. Todd Wexman and
Bill Thorman rounded out the Vike
assault placing 82nd and 87 th
respectively.
W ith the results tallied, the Vikes
had handily beaten Carthage and
had narrowly beaten, but beaten
nonetheless, Carrol. The season was
now complete, the dust had been
swept up from under the rug, and
the seniors could now retire with a
clean conscience.

Coach poll: Beloit is first

years.
St. Norbert, under Coach Mike
Monmouth and Beloit, who have
Cohn is an aggressive player who tangled for the Midwest Conference Heideman, and Illinois College,
plays tough defense and has a soft men’s basketball title each of the under Coach Bill Merris, will be
touch from the outside on offense. last three years, picked up favorite’s making their initial forays into the
Like Busiel, the Vikes must look to tags again for the league’s 60th cage Midwest Conference cage race. Il
him on offense. Cohn will also be season in a poll of coaches released linois College replaces Carleton,
depended on to stop the “ big m an” today (Monday, Nov. 14). Beloit which left the league after the
on opposing teams.
defeated Monmouth 57-56 in last 1982-83 academic year.
Non-conference play will begin
Aiding Cohn and Busiel on the in year’s playoff.
side game will be sophomore Dave
The conference coaches predicted this Saturday (Nov. 19). First con
Comber (6’6”, Menasha) and Steve tight 1983-84 divisional races with ference games are scheduled the
Anderson (6’6”, Madison). Comber St. Norbert close behind in the weekend of Dec. 2-3.
Each team will play 10 divisional
is a consistent performer who receiv North and Coe a close second in the
ed considerable experience last year. South. Knox was given the edge and four inter-divisional games, all
He is a good shooter and rebounder over Illinois College for the No. 3 of which will count in the standings.
and has a knack for being in the spot in the South and Ripon had a North and South Division winners
right place at the right time. Ander similar rating over Lake Forest in will meet Feb. 25 to decide the
son is the strongest Viking. He must the North. All 12 teams received overall championship. Playoff will
play aggressive defense and realize support to finish in the top half of be hosted by the South winner.
his limitations on offense if he is to their division.
contribute to the team’s success.
Senior Terry Coenen (6’ 1” ,
Wrightstown) and sophomore Jeff
Wilcox, (6’, Madison) will fill the
starting wing positions for the
Vikes. Coenen is perhaps the
hardest working Vike and he has
considerable experience. He is a
streak shooter who will contribute a
great deal offensively at those times
when he’s hot. I t ’s difficult to tell,
however, how often that will be.
Wilcox is the quickest Viking and he
can hit the outside jumper. He will
face the difficult task of guarding
the opponents quickest player.
S o p ho m o re Ted M a lk o w s k i
(5’10” , Kaukauna) will be the star
ting point guard for the Vikes. He is
an excellent playmaker who can hit
the open man, but he lacks ex
perience. The Vikes will depend
heavily on Malkowski to control the
tempo of the game and to keep the
Vikes out of a “run and gun” situtation.
The Vikes must play a patient,
slow-sown game if they are to be
successful—they simply don’t have
the speed or the depth to play other
wise. But if they are able to play as a
‘In o n e e a r a n d o u t t h e
o th e r ’ to
unit and to go to their offensive
strengths, Busiel and Cohn, they
y o u , M r. B ig 1 0 ”
have a chance to be competitive in
the rugged Midwest Conference.

